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Abstract. Schema matching is the process of establishing correspondences between the attributes of database schemas for data integration purpose. Although
several schema matching tools have been developed, their results are often incomplete or erroneous. To obtain correct attribute correspondences, in practice,
human experts edit the mapping results and fix the mapping problems. As the
scale and complexity of data integration tasks have increased dramatically in recent years, the reconciliation phase becomes more and more a bottleneck. Moreover, one often needs to establish the correspondences in not only between two
but a network of schemas simultaneously. In such reconciliation settings, it is desirable to involve several experts. In this paper, we propose a tool that supports
a group of experts to collaboratively reconcile a set of matched correspondences.
The experts might have conflicting views whether a given correspondence is correct or not. As one expects global consistency conditions in the network, the
conflict resolution might require discussion and negotiation among the experts
to resolve such disagreements. We have developed techniques and a tool that allow approaching this reconciliation phase in a systematic way. We represent the
expert’s views as arguments to enable formal reasoning on the assertions of the
experts. We detect complex dependencies in their arguments, guide and present
them the possible consequences of their decisions. These techniques thus can
greatly help them to overlook the complex cases and work more effectively.

1

Introduction

Integrating data stored in autonomously-developed information systems is essential for
a number of applications. Schema matching is the process of establishing correspondences between the attributes of two database schemas, which is crucial for data integration. There is a large body of work on schema matching techniques: a number of
commercial and academic tools (so called matchers) have been developed [4, 40]. Although some matchers perform impressively on certain data sets, the heuristic nature of
the matching algorithms prevent them from yielding completely correct results. In practice, data integration tasks often include a post-matching phase, called schema matching
reconciliation, where human experts review, validate and correct the generated correspondences. Although this phase requires substantial efforts, it has received very little
attention, with the notable exception of [13].

In real life scenarios, the data to be integrated is often stored in several distributed
databases. The creation of a globally accepted schema or ontology is neither practical nor possible for certain cases and one has to construct a set of pairwise mappings
between the involved schemas. Constructing pairwise mappings can bring a number of
advantages, e.g. if new schemas are added or removed, one only needs to adjust the local
mappings. One can also construct the mappings in a pay-as-you-go fashion, whenever
they are needed. The pairwise mapping establishment has also disadvantages. In this
case, the matching reconciliation task can be very challenging as we explain in the following motivating scenario. Our work proposes methods to minimize these difficulties.
1.1

Motivating example

Let us consider the following scenario where three video content providers EoverI,
BBC, and DVDizzy would like to create a shared website to publicize their offerings,
which link back to the particular website for the purchases. The shared website needs
information from the individual content providers (e.g. title, release date, main actors)
so that consumers searching on the site can find the products they want. Although it
would be conceivable to construct a global schema for the three providers, as more
providers would join to this shared site, such a global schema could become impractical.
We assume a scenario where the correspondences are established in a pairwise manner.
Figure 1a shows simplified schemas to illustrate this scenario. The three boxes
represent the schemas of EoverI, BBC, and DVDizzy respectively. The figure shows
four correspondences c1 , c2 , c3 , and c4 , generated by the matcher that we applied
for each pair of schemas. As the names of the involved attributes are rather similar
(ProductionDate, AvailabilityDate, ScreeningDate, ReleaseDate), typical matchers
often fail to give the correct attribute mappings. Even human experts might disagree on
which correspondences are correct. Moreover, as matchers only consider two schemas
as input [4], they ignore natural expectations of the users with respect to the entire
network. One can formulate these network-level consistency conditions as constraints:
– One-to-one constraint. In some cases, one expects that each attribute of one of the
schemas is matched to at most one attribute of any other schemas.
– Cycle constraint. If the schemas are matched in a cycle, the matched attributes
should form a closed cycle. This is a very natural requirement, if one would like to
exchange data that is stored in the structure of the corresponding schemas.
Figure 1a shows some violations of these constraints, which are frequent in sets of
automatically generated correspondences as most matchers do not take the constraints
into account. For example, the attribute S1 .ReleaseDate is matched with two attributes
S3 .ProductionDate and S3 .AvailabilityDate of schema S 3 , thus violate the one-toone constraint. The cycle constraint is violated also: S3 .AvailabilityDate is matched
to S2 .ScreeningDate, which is then matched to S1 .ReleaseDate, and finishes at
S3 .ProductionDate. Using such correspondences for data integration can lead to unwanted effects: AvailibilityDate and ProductionDate of DVDizzy would be mixed up.
If one would like to use the attribute correspondences for data integration or
exchange, it is necessary to eliminate the errors from the set of correspondences.
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Fig. 1: The motivating example. (a) A network of schemas and correspondences generated by
matchers. There are two violations: {c2 , c4 } w.r.t. the one-to-one constraint, {c1 , c3 , c4 } w.r.t.
the cycle constraint. (b) An illustrated collaborative reconciliation between three video content providers: EoverI, BBC, and DVDizzy. The assertions (approvals/disapprovals) of BBC and
DVDizzy are identical and different from those of EoverI.

This reconciliation process typically involves human input, which is a set of assertions that indicate whether a particular mapping, such as the correspondence between
S3 .ProductionDate and S1 .ReleaseDate, should be approved or disapproved.
Until recently, this task was performed by a single expert. As the size of networks
in data integration grows, the complex reconciliation tasks should be performed by not
only one but several experts, to avoid the overload on a single expert and also to assign
each expert the parts of the problem about which he is more familiar. In such cases, the
experts might disagree about certain correspondences. If the application requires the
network-level constraints, there could be rather complex dependencies among correspondences. For example, the choice of considering a correspondence correct can influence the possible choices for other correspondences. Moreover, the simple techniques
for conflict resolution such as majority voting are not applicable, as the resulting set of
correspondences would not comply to these constraints. To resolve these problems, the
experts need to discuss and negotiate which correspondences to accept or reject. Because of complex dependencies in these networks, it is very challenging for the experts
to overlook all possible consequences of their decisions. Thus on one hand it is highly
desirable to split the reconciliation task, on the other hand combining individual results
is very challenging. Our work addresses exactly this problem by proposing a number of
services and a tool realizing those services to enable the collaborative process.
1.2

Contributions

In this paper, we leverage the theoretical advances and the negotiation nature of argumentation [5, 16] to support the work of multiple experts in the reconciliation task. This
task, with the presence of consistency constraints, requires that the experts overlook a
number of dependencies, which is very challenging without any support.
The specific contributions of our work are as follows. We model the schema matching network and the reconciliation process, where we relate the experts’ assertions and
the constraints of the matching network to an argumentation framework [16]. Our representation not only captures the experts’ belief and their explanations, but also en-

ables to reason about these captured inputs. On top of this representation, we develop
support techniques for experts to detect conflicts in a set of their assertions. Then we
guide the conflict resolution by offering two primitives: conflict-structure interpretation
and what-if analysis. While the former presents meaningful interpretations for the conflicts and various heuristic metrics, the latter can greatly help the experts to understand
the consequences of their own decisions as well as those of others. Last but not least,
we implement an argumentation-based negotiation support tool for schema matching
(ArgSM) [32], which realizes our methods to help the experts in the collaborative task.
Our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 consists the formulation of schema
matching network reconciliation problem and the overview of our solution. Next, Section 3 discusses how to construct an argumentation framework for schema matching
networks, while Section 4 deals with our guiding methods for conflict resolution. After
that, Section 5 describes implementation details. Then, we present our tool, ArgSM, in
Section 6. Section 7 presents the related work and Section 8 concludes the paper.

2

Model

In this section, we focus on modeling the collaborative reconciliation in schema matching. Firstly, we introduce the elements of a schema matching network, which is a network of schemas that are connected through pairwise mappings between them. Then
we describe the process of collaborative reconciliation to validate the mappings of this
network, which are generated by automatic matchers.
2.1

Schema Matching Network

We model a schema as a finite set of attributes {a1 , · · · , an }. Let S = {s1 , · · · , sn } be
the set of schemas of unique attributes (si ∩ s j = ∅ for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n and i , j) and
S
AS be the set of attributes in S (AS = ni=1 si ). An attribute correspondence between
a pair of schemas s1 , s2 ∈ S is a pair of attributes (a, b) in which a ∈ s1 , b ∈ s2 . The
set of all possible attribute correspondences is denoted by C. In addition, we have Γ =
{γ1 , . . . , γn } as the set of integrity constraints, which expresses the intuitions observed
from the schema matching problem. Combining the introduced notions, we define a
schema matching network to be a triple (S, Γ, C).
In this paper, we consider a schema matching network (S, Γ, C), where C is typically the outcome of first-line schema matchers [20] such as COMA++ [1], AMC [37].
The schema matching reconciliation is the process of assessing the correspondences
in C whether they are correct. The goal of the reconciliation process is to construct a
maximal set of attribute correspondences (M ⊆ C) satisfying all constraints of Γ.
2.2

Collaborative Reconciliation

In practice, to obtain M, schema matching tasks often include a post-matching phase
for correspondences to be reviewed and validated by experts. If the size of the schema
matching network is large, the reconciliation task can be rather expensive. Moreover,
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Fig. 2: The collaborative reconciliation process starts with a set of correspondences C generated
by matchers. In Phase 1, each expert (user/participant) i is responsible for validating a particular
set Ci ⊂ C. It is followed by Phase 2 that has multiple negotiation steps (3.1. to 3.N) to resolve
conflicts in user inputs.

some experts might be more knowledgeable about some parts of the network, thus in
these cases it is very natural to split the task among multiple experts.
The collaborative reconciliation as illustrated in Figure 2 is a two-phase process: individual validation and input combination. Let E denote the set of users E = {E1 , . . . , En }
who participate.
– Individual validation: In the first phase, each expert Ei is assigned to validate a
subset Ci of C (usually of equal size). The assigned sets Ci usually overlap to a
certain degree, thus there are correspondences assessed by several experts.
– Input combination: In the second phase, the individual inputs are combined. The
goal of the collaborative reconciliation process is to construct a set of correspondences M that satisfies all constraints. If there are conflicting views about correspondences (for example, one expert considers correct while the other incorrect)
then they need to come to a conclusion and chose which view to accept.
We leverage existing techniques from a large body of research [2, 27, 39] for the first
phase. In this paper, we focus on the second phase. More precisely, we apply the theoretical advances of argumentation to detect conflicts in user inputs and guide them to
resolve conflicts. Section 3, 4, and 5 will describe those functionalities in detail.

3

Argumentation for Schema Matching Networks

Let us consider a setting where several experts assess a set of attribute correspondences
in a schema matching network. They might have different views whether a given correspondence should be correct or not. To complete the reconciliation task, they need

to discuss and resolve these conflicts to obtain a globally consistent set of correspondences. The conflicts between the different user views can be rather complex in the
presence of integrity constraints. We call a situation direct conflict if two experts disagree about a given correspondence (one of them thinks it is correct, while the other
claims that it is incorrect). In the presence of integrity constraints, we can also talk
about indirect conflicts. For example, in Figure 1, if we assume the one-to-one constraint between S 1 and S 3 and an expert considers c4 correct, then c2 must be incorrect
(otherwise the constraint would be violated). We call a situation where a second expert
thinks that c2 is correct an indirect conflict.
3.1

Arguments for schema matching

In order to study the conflicts between the experts opinions, we will rely on argumentation techniques. Argumentation is a systematic study of techniques to reach conclusions
from given premises [5]. We will use the standard representation of arguments [5] where
an argument consists of a claim and a support that explains the respective claim. We
represent arguments in the form h{support}, claimi. In the case of logic-based argumentation, both the support and the claim are logical formulas, such that the support is
a minimal set that is sufficient to prove the claim.
For the schema matching problem, given a set of correspondences C, we employ
propositional logic to encode the user inputs (during the reconciliation process): if an
expert asserts that a given correspondence c is true, then we can represent this by a
propositional variable vc (and the assignment vc = true). To simplify our notation,
sometimes we use c to denote the propositional variable (corresponding to a correspondence c). This representation also enables to represent the consistency constraints, for
example ¬(c2 ∧ c4 ) encodes the one-to-one constraint (the two correspondences c2 and
c4 cannot be true at the same time).
If several experts assess a set of correspondences (or as it is more common, they
work on a different but overlapping set of correspondences) then we can use this
encoding to represent their individual input in the form of arguments. For example, in Figure 1, we can represent the input assertion of an expert by the argument
we1 = h{c1 }, c1 i, where the claim is that the c1 is correct, that is based on the simple
support that is the knowledge of the expert about the correctness of c1 . A more complex example is the argument (that is the claim of an expert, together with a support)
we4 = h{c2 , ¬c2 ∨ ¬c4 }, ¬c4 i. This can be interpreted as follows: the expert has approved
c2 , he would like to avoid violating the one-to-one constraint (¬c2 ∨¬c4 ), he disapproves
c4 . We give a more complete list of arguments of three experts in Figure 1b (with respect
to one-to-one and cycle constraints). In our work, the claim of an argument is always a
single propositional clause, while the support is a set of propositional formulae.
3.2

Understanding the conflicting arguments

This representation enables us to explain more precisely the direct and indirect conflicts.
If the claim of two arguments w1 and w2 contradict each other (together they form an
inconsistent set of formulae) then we say that the arguments w1 and w2 are in direct
conflict. In argumentation terminology this is called rebuttal. If the claim of an argument

w2 appears in a negated form in the support of w1 , we talk about indirect conflict. In
argumentation terms, w1 undercuts w2 . In the following, we will consider following
attack relation: w1 defeats w2 if w1 either undercuts or rebuts w2 . For example, wb1
attacks we3 and the argument wd1 rebuts the argument we5 (Figure 1b). A set of arguments
and attacks between the arguments hA, Ri is called an argumentation framework [16].
Constructing argumentation framework hA, Ri for a reconciliation problem from
S
the arguments of all the experts A = Ai with the above attack relation has several
advantages. In particular, computing the attack relation we can detect each problem
that might exists in the experts’ inputs. The argumentation framework enables even
more complex tasks that we explain in the following sections.

4

Guiding the Conflict Resolution

We have presented in Section 3 how to construct an argumentation framework for the
schema matching problem, where multiple experts work on the reconciliation task. This
not only enables to reason about the user input, but also to detect conflicts and determine
the reasons for these problems. In this section we focus on techniques that exploit this
information to guide the experts in resolving these conflicts.
In particular, we describe here two services that can largely help the collaborating
experts. These are the (1) the interpretation of conflict structures, with which we can
present meaningful interpretations for the conflicts together with some associated metrics that can largely support the negotiation of the experts and the (2) what-if analysis,
with which we can compute (and in the tool visualize) the consequences of a particular
potential decision. The details of these services are provided in what follows.
4.1

Interpretation of conflict structures

Given a potentially conflicting set of assertions from several experts who collaborate on
the reconciliation task, we can analyse the structure of conflicts and compute (qualitative) metrics that explain the conflicts as well the potential ways to resolve the problems.
Extensions. An extension  ⊆ A of an argumentation framework hA, Riis an acceptable
set of arguments ; i.e., a set of arguments that can be accepted simultaneously, that
is, they do not contain any conflicts. In fact, there are many possible ways to define an
extension. The various strategies that can be used to construct such an exception are
called acceptability semantics [16]. For instance, an extension following the complete
semantics is a conflict-free set of arguments, defends all its arguments, and contains all
arguments it defends. A set of arguments A0 is conflict-free if there are no arguments
a1 , a2 ∈ A0 that a1 attacks a2 . Meanwhile, a1 defends a2 if there exists a3 that is attacked
by a1 and attacks a2 . Generally, there are more then one extension (for a given semantics). Hence, the experts need to agree about choosing which one. With argumentation,
we can compute and present extensions for the experts, thus enables them to consider
all possible options.
Witnesses. Given a set of conflicting arguments, we compute (also present and visualize) witnesses of the conflicts. Let Ac and A¬c be the set of arguments having claim c

and ¬c respectively, i.e. Ac = {(Φ, α) ∈ A | α = c} and A¬c = {(Φ, α) ∈ A | α = ¬c}.
Ac and A¬c explain why we should approve/ disapprove c. Presenting the witnesses lets
the experts understand problems arise during reconciliation.
Example 1 In Figure 1, EoverI wants to approve c1 , c2 , c3 and disapprove c4 . From
the complete semantics, we obtain the extension {we1 , we3 , wb1 , we4 , we5 , we6 }. Based on the
explanations provided by this extension’s arguments, EoverI can better argue for the
other two participants to approve c1 (explained by we1 ), c2 (explained by we2 ), and disapprove c4 (explained by we4 , we5 , and we6 ). Furthermore, observing the witnesses for
and against c4 would make the decision to discard this correspondence more convincing. Indeed, from those witnesses (Ac4 = {wb2 } and A¬c4 = {we4 , we5 , we6 }), we realize that
although the decision supporting c4 is voted by more users, the opposite decision (to
disapprove c4 ) seems to be the one that is better explained. Moreover, disapproving c4
is also justified by intuitive observations on the network: the approval of this correspondence would constitute not only a one-to-one constraint violation (with c2 ) but also a
cycle constraint violation (with c1 and c3 ).
We cannot only compute the extensions and witnesses to facilitate the discussion among
the experts, but also associate heuristic metrics to further support their work. Furthermore, we enable the users to rank decisions, based on the strengths of their explanations
(arguments) or the decisions themselves.
Argument strength. Computing extensions is a preliminary step to evaluate arguments.
From the occurrences of an argument in the extensions, we compute the argument
strength. Given the set of extensions E of an argumentation framework with respect
to an acceptability semantics, the strength of an argument a is the number of its occurrences in E divided by the size of E:
argument strength(a) =

P

1a∈
|E|

∈E

With argument strength, we have a more fine-grained metric to rank arguments and
assist the users to make wiser decisions. Indeed, we were motivated by the notion of
argument acceptance [12], which evaluates arguments based on their occurrences in all
extensions of a given acceptability semantics. However, this is a rough metric, which
does not take into account the difference between the number of occurrences of arguments in the extensions. This shortcoming prevents the users from having detailed looks
on the credibility of arguments to compare them.
Decision strength. Providing explanations might be overwhelming for the users, especially when there are too many arguments. Therefore, we associate each decision with
a quantitative metric reflecting the decision strength, which is computed by applying
aggregate operators (max, min, avg, etc.) on the set of supporting arguments. Based on
this metric, the users can evaluate which decisions should be made given a specific circumstance. It is also important to note that the number of ambiguous correspondences
is generally large. As a result, identifying the sequence of correspondences to negotiate
is necessary. In practice, one may define such a sequence by taking pairs of decisions
for and against a correspondence in the ascending order of the level of ambiguity, which
can be measured by the difference between the strengths of associated decisions.

Example 2 An example of argument and decision strength can be found in Figure 3.
In that figure, we have on the left the decisions (circle shapes) supporting and opposing each correspondence in the network, as well as the associated arguments (square
shapes). We follow the complete acceptability semantics to compute argument strengths
and apply the sum operator to evaluate decision strengths. Those values are displayed
right above the corresponding shapes. We can observe that the decision to disapprove c4
possesses higher strength. Thus, disapproving c4 would be the better decision to take. In
fact, this outcome aligns with what the users should achieve using the qualitative metrics solely. Having the quantitative metrics (argument and decision strength), however,
brings the users more details thus increases the confidence in making decisions.
4.2

What-if analysis

We have also developed another reasoning service, called what-if analysis, that exists in
many decision support systems [25] and largely supports the collaborative work. This
service can compute (and in our tool also visualize) the consequences of a possible
decision. Using the what-if analysis, the experts can understand the consequences of
any particular decision, resulting in a stronger feeling of trust throughout their work.
Three questions for which we can compute the answers are:
– Q1 : Which arguments will be added or deleted if a particular assertion is given?
– Q2 : Which attacks will be added or deleted if a particular assertion is given?
– Q3 : Which extensions will be modified if a particular assertion is given?
By answering these questions, we can provide the experts with two important views.
The (1) Local view reflects the relationships among inputs of a single participant. Each
participating expert can check whether his new assertion conflicts with the previous inputs. Technically, we use the answers of Q1 and Q2 to construct this view. When an user
gives a new assertion, his own arguments are maintained. If any attack between those
arguments is found, the user is notified to adjust his inputs to avoid further inconsistencies. Besides, the (2) Global view reflects the connections between inputs of multiple
users. All participants can observe the negotiation progress. To construct this view, we
use the answers of Q2 and Q3 . The number of attacks and extensions are maintained. In
one hand, the users understand the current conflicts (attacks) among their arguments and
the impact of those inconsistencies. In the other hand, keeping track of the extensions
lets them know the current state of the system and when it reaches an agreement.
Example 3 In Figure 1, three video content providers now attempt to change their
assertions to reach an agreement. In the view-point of EoverI, he might change his
disapproval of c4 since the others both approve c4 . If EoverI approves c4 , two new
arguments we7 = {{c4 }, c4 }, we8 = {{c4 , ¬c2 ∨ ¬c4 }, ¬c2 } and two new attacks we7 ↔ we4 ,
we8 ↔ we2 will be added. Through local view, EoverI can foresee these new arguments
and attacks to realize the contradiction with himself. In the view-point of BBC and
DVDizzy, they might change the approval of c4 because of EoverI. If they disapprove
c4 , two arguments wd2 and wb2 will be deleted; and hence, there is no attack between
remaining arguments and only one extension remains. Through global view, they can
foresee this consequence and feel more confident to make changes. In addition, they
might also agree with EoverI on c1 and c2 since no further contradiction exists.

5

Implementation

In the previous sections, we discussed how to support the collaborative reconciliation
through detecting conflicts in the assertions of multiple experts and guiding the resolution of these conflicts. To accomplish these tasks, we need to realize the argumentation
framework, which can only be achieved after generating arguments and computing the
attack relation. This section serves a two-fold purpose. First, we present how to instantiate an argumentation framework using ASP-based tools. Second, we describe how to
implement the proposed services on top of this argumentation framework.

5.1

Instantiate Argumentation Framework

We rely on a declarative language, Answer Set Programming (ASP) [7], to carry out the
preliminary tasks before instantiating an argumentation framework (Figure 2). In our
work, we utilize the ASP Solver DLV-Complex[8] to take advantages of its built-in data
structures and functions. We invoke an ASP program called Π pre , which is essentially
the union of other ASP program, each of which is responsible for a specific task. In
particular, Π pre = Π smn ∪ ΠΓ ∪ Πinputs ∪ ΠΦ .
Encoding the schema matching network (Π smn ). We extend the setting to keep track
of the correspondences. Let I be the set of identities, a function f : C → I maps exactly
one element in I to each in C. f is injective as an identity is assigned to at most one
correspondence. For each schema si ∈ S, we represent the attribute-schema relationship
between si and each attribute a ∈ A si as a ground fact attr(a, si ). It is assumed that the
attributes are globally unique. Meanwhile, the correspondence-attribute relationships
are captured by cor(c, ai , a j ) for each (ai , a j ) ∈ C and c = f ((a1 , a2 )). For instance, the
network in Figure 1 has the following encoding of Π smn :
Π smn = {attr(a1 , S 1 ).attr(a2 , S 2 ).attr(a3 , S 3 ).attr(a4 , S 3 ).
cor(c1 , a1 , a2 ).cor(c2 , a1 , a3 ).cor(c3 , a2 , a3 ).cor(c4 , a1 , a4 ).}

Encoding the integrity constraints (ΠΓ ). We encode the integrity constraints as rules.
In fact, we use rules to encode two different types of constraints. The first type is our
basic assumptions, which are encoded in the program πass below:
πass = { ← attr(a, s), attr(a, s0 ), s , s0 .
← cor(c, a, a0 ), attr(a, s), attr(a0 , s0 ), s = s.0 }

(1)

Second, we use rules to express the network-level integrity constraints. Atoms prefixed
with # are built-in functions of DLV-Complex.
– Cycle constraint: a path of correspondences must not make any two attributes of a
schema reachable. Each rch(S , a, a0 ) signifies the reachability between attributes a
and a0 via the correspondences in S . Below is the encoding of the program πcycle :
πcycle = {rch(S , a, a0 ) ← cor(c, a, a0 ), #set(c, S ).
rch(S , a, a0 ) ← #intersection(P, Q, R), #card(R, 0),
rch(P, a, b), rch(Q, b, a0 ), #union(P, Q, S ).
violation(S ) ← rch(S , a, b), a , b, attr(a, s), attr(b, s).}

(2)

– One-to-one constraint: any attribute is matched by at most one attribute in each of
the other schemas. Each pair(c, c0) captures a violation detected by π1−1 below:
π1−1 = {pair(c, c0 ) ← cor(c, a, b), cor(c0 , a, b0 ), b , b0 , attr(b, s), attr(b0 , s).
violation(S ) ← pair(c, c0 ), #set(c, c0 , S ).}

(3)

To put it in a nutshell, ΠΓ is defined formally as ΠΓ = πass ∪ πcycle ∪ π1−1 . For
example, invoking ΠΓ for the network in Figure 1, we have πass check the validity of
the schema matching network encoded by Π smn , which is valid indeed. Besides, from
πcycle and π1−1 , we obtain two violations: {c2 , c4 } and {c1 , c3 , c4 }.
Collecting user inputs (Πinputs ). Indeed, user inputs are assertions on the correspondences. We represent user assertions (that may be approvals or disapprovals of correspondences) as ground atoms of the form app(·) and dis(·). For instance, in Figure 1b,
the user EoverI approves c1 , c2 , c3 and disapproves c4 , while BBC and DVDizzy only
approve c3 and c4 . Their inputs are encoded as follows:
EoverI
Πinputs
= {app(c1 ). app(c2 ). app(c3 ). dis(c4 ).}
DV Dizzy
BBC
Πinputs
= Πinputs
= {app(c3 ). app(c4 ).}

Constructing the set of formulae (ΠΦ ). We construct this set by extracting propositional formulae from either the assertions (through π simple ) or the detected violations
(through πextract ). Formally, ΠΦ = π simple ∪ πextract . Each atom kb(·) captures a formula.
For assertions, we consider each assertion app(c) (or (dis(c)) as a simple formula c (or
¬c). This is capture by the program π simple :
π simple = {kb(c) ← app(c).
kb(neg(c)) ← dis(c).}

(4)

Things are more complex in the cases of the constraint violations (detected by the
πcycle and π1−1 of ΠΓ ). From a violation {c1 , · · · , cn }, we can state that at least one of
the assertions must be false. This is expressed formally by the formula ¬c1 ∨ · · · ∨ ¬cn .
Such formulae are extracted from the detected violations by the program πextract , whose
process is described below:
– Initially, violations are captured by ground atoms violation(S ) where S is a set of
correspondences. We convert from set to list using the atom by vioList(L), in which
L is the list-based representation of S .
– From each list L, we create sublists starting from the first to the (n − 1)th element
([c1 , · · · , cn ], [c2 , · · · , cn ], · · · , [cn−1 , cn ]).
– Based on the sublest, we form formulae in a bottom-up manner, starting from the
shortest one ([cn−1 , cn ]). The longer sublists have their forumlae composed recursively from those that are one element shorter. This is continued up to original list.
Example 4 In Figure 1b, we have the collected the inputs of EoverI. Through π simple , we
obtain the formulae kb(c1 ), kb(c2 ), kb(c3 ), and kb(neg(c4 )). Besides, we also detected
the violations in the schema matching network, from which πextract form two formulae kb(or(neg(c2 ), neg(c4 ))) and kb(or(neg(c1 ), or(neg(c3 ), neg(c4 )))). These ground
atoms kb(·) compose the set of formulae of EoverI.
With the set of formula, we proceed to first generate arguments then the attack relation, with the goal to compose an argumentation framework. One could consider formulae in the set we just obtained as candidates to be argument claims. This approach,

however, would easily overwhelm the users due to the huge amount of generated arguments. The reason is that many formulae are syntactically different but semantically
equivalent. To avoid this scenario, we limit the candidates for argument claims. In practice, users concern more with arguments claiming to approve or disapprove correspondences. We thus select the set of possible claims from the assertions. In the motivating
example, the possible claims for EoverI is cl(c1 ), cl(c2 ), cl(c3 ), and cl(neg(c4 )).
We take advantage of Vispartix [11], an ASP-based tool, to not only generate arguments but also to compute the attack relation. For argument generation, the tool considers only subsets of the set of formulae and the set of possible claims. It then looks
for pairs which can be considered as arguments (Figure 1b presents an example of these
generated arguments). Once the set of arguments is ready, we start to compute the attack
relation. This is done by invoking the corresponding feature of Vispartix with the set of
all arguments (the union of the arguments of each user) as the input. Visaprtix provides
the users with several attack types [5], such as defeat, undercut, and rebut.
5.2

Realizing Services

In Section 3 and 4, we showed the elements of an argumentation framework as well as
offered possible services (conflict detection, interpretation of conflict structures, what-if
analysis) on top of this framework. In this subsection, we will describe how to realize
these services, with the focus on technical aspects.
Conflict detection. We detect conflicts based on the results of ASP-solver in section
5.1. In that section, we described how to encode the integrity constraints in the language
of ASP. The solver DLV-Complex is responsible for detecting the violations based on
our encodings. Based on the results of the solver, we have the atoms vioList(L) as lists
of violation, each of which contains a set of involved correspondences. Moreover, in our
system, we show not only the violations but also the explanations for these violations.
In doing so, we analyze the attack relations R of the argumentation framework. The user
inputs are valid if this vioList is empty or R is empty.
Interpretation of conflict structures. To realize this service, we need to compute four
elements: the extension, the witness, the argument strength, and the decision strength. In
Section 5.1, we already generated a set of arguments. As previously defined, a witness
of a claim is a set of arguments having this claim. By grouping arguments sharing the
same claim, we obtain the witnesses for all possible claims. Then, we employ Vispatrix
[11] to generate all possible extensions with different semantics. After obtaining all
extensions, we compute argument and decision strength as mentioned in Section 4.1.
What-if analysis. To realize this service, we need to recompute the argumentation
framework and all possible extensions when user modifies an assertion. Then, we compare the differences between the new computed results and the current ones. Based on
these differences, we can know what arguments, attacks, and extensions are added or
deleted to answer three what-if questions in Section 4.2. This service is implemented
with the support of Vispatrix [11], which allows efficient recomputation.
All above-mentioned services are integrated in our argumentation-based negotiation
support tool, namely ArgSM. This tool not only implements these services but also
provides graphical user interface. The details will be described in the next section.
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Tool - ArgSM

ArgSM is an argumentation-based negotiation support tool for schema matching. It is
developed by using the Java programming language and the JUNG4 library for visualization purposes. We also integrate other supporting libraries, including Vispatrix [11]
and DLV-Complex [8]. We have also made the source code to be publicly available at
our website 5 . In this section, we discuss the user interface and the technical challenges.
6.1

User Interface

ArgSM can aggregate the assertions of multiple experts and visualize the concerned
arguments. For visualizing, we provide users with a GUI (Figure 3), which is a unified
view of the provided inputs and the argumentation framework. From the GUI, the users
can compare their inputs via views and view modes. In particular, views give the users
static pictures about the network, the decisions, and the explanations, while view modes
provide the users with dynamic interaction during collaborative reconciliation.
Two views are supported in ArgSM: Schema and Argumentation view. They are
displayed alongside each other in the GUI (Figure 3, from right to left). Together, they
should help the users to review the inputs and make decisions effectively.
– Schema view. This view shows the schema matching network for the users who
do not have deep understandings of argumentation, hence another name User view.
In this view, correspondences are highlighted according on to their status. There
are three possible status: (1) all approved and (2) all disapproved respectively for
correspondences that are approved and disapproved by all users, and (3) ambiguous
for those that are approved by some and disapproved by the others.
– Argumentation view. Also called the technical view, it is intended for those who
have knowledge on argumentation. In this view, the numbers outside the shapes indicate the strengths of decisions (circles) or witnesses (squares) respectively. There
are two perspectives supported:
• Decision-making perspective shows all possible decisions (aggregated from the
inputs) and the associated witnesses (arguments) that explain the reasons for
making decisions.
• Abstract argumentation perspective presents the argumentation framework in
the form of a directed graph. The nodes are the arguments and the directed
edges are elements of the attack relation.
Those views are further supported by three view modes. Apart from the Normal mode,
which is set by default and has no interaction at all, the others allow users to interact
with the network and the arguments:
– Schema-Argumentation mode. Upon clicking on a correspondence in the Schema
view, the user can see all generated decisions (circle shapes) and witnesses (square
shapes) in the Argumentation view. For instance, in Figure 1, correspondence c3 has
4
5

JUNG - http://jung.sourceforge.net
https://code.google.com/p/argsm/wiki/ArgSM

two arguments we4 and we5 for disapproving and wb2 for approving. Therefore, the
users will have two decisions at their disposal (c4 and ¬c4 , presented in circles) and
three witnesses (we4 , we5 , and wb2 , presented in squares). Those circles and squares
will be highlighted when the users click on c4 in the Schema view.
– Argumentation-Schema mode. There are two cases. First, when choosing a witness in the Argumentation view, the participants will see all the involved correspondences in the Schema view. Correspondences appearing in the support are showed
differently from those in the claim of the witness. In the other case, once a decisions
is clicked on, the relating correspondence is highlighted in the Schema view.
For a better understanding and stronger feelings of trust, ArgSM not only generates
explanations but also provides the foreseeable effects of each decision. Technically, we
keep the strength of arguments and the possible decisions up-to-date during negotiation.
6.2

Technical Challenges

When implementing ArgSM, we had to cope with a number of scalability issues. The
schemas are usually too large, leading to high response time (i.e. computation time) for
each human interaction and overwhelming control for the experts. To overcome such
challenges, we apply the following techniques:
– Partitioning. We divide the correspondences into small disjoint and independent
subsets such that any two correspondences in one subset share a common attribute.
– Caching. We apply the view maintenance technique [6] with a repository storing
intermediate results along the process. The rationale behind is that collaborative
reconciliation is incremental as a change (insertion or removal) only affects some
arguments. Recomputing all arguments after each modification is unnecessary.
– Filtering. It is not useful to generate any and every argument. We only filter for
arguments of predefined claims. Hence, not only does it reduce computation time
but also avoid overwhelming the users. Every argumentation process should operate
on the filtered set. That set may be refined by modifying the predefined claims.
To show the efficiency of the above techniques, we set up an experiment to measure the
response time of computing arguments and attacks for a large network. With the help of
automatic matchers, we obtain 472 correspondences in the network. Since the network
is large, it is partitioned into 21 clusters, in which smallest and biggest ones contain
6 and 59 correspondences respectively. Applying caching and filtering for each cluster,
the response time varies from 0.38s (the smallest cluster) to 12.92s (the biggest cluster).
In total, it takes about 61.16s to generate all arguments and attacks.

Fig. 3: The GUI of ArgSM, with Argumentation view (left) and Schema view (right)
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Related Work

In this section, we first review some techniques and applications related to schema
matching. We then review salient work that supports negotiation in collaborative information systems as well as applications built on top of argumentation-based negotiation.
7.1

Schema Matching - Research and Applications

Database schema matching is an active research field. The developments of this area
have been summarized in two surveys [4, 40]. Existing works on schema matching focused mainly on improving quality parameters of matchers, such as precision or recall
of the generated matchings. Recently, however, one started to realize that the extent to
what precision and recall can be improved may be limited for general-purpose matching
algorithms. Instead of designing new algorithms, there has been a shift towards matching combination and tuning methods. These works include YAM [14], top-k matchings
generation [23], reuse of existing matchings [22], systematic matching ensemble selection [21], automatic tuning of the matcher parameters [30], or validation of correspondences with the help of schemas belonging to the same domain [44]. While there
is a large body of works on schema matching, the post-matching reconciliation proces,
which is central to our work, has received little attention in the literature. Recently, there
are some works [13, 27, 33, 34] using pay-as-you-go integration method to establish the
initial matching and then incrementally improve matching quality. While [13, 27, 33]
depend on one user only, the framework in [34] relies on the work of multiple participants of the crowdsourcing community, who -unlike in our setting- do not communicate. The authors [34] propose constraint-based aggregation techniques for conflicting
user inputs. The major difference between our work and [34] is that we assume the
participants are domain experts on the field.
Regarding applications, one of the major challenges posed by the Intertnet and collaborative business is enterprise interoperability (EI) in recent years is the ability of
two or more systems to exchange information with each other. Several relevant initiatives have been undertaken and are ongoing today worldwide. Among them, schema
matching is an important primitive to tackle strategic challenges such as Interoperability
Service Utility [17], Web Technologies for Enterprise Interoperability [31], KnowledgeOriented Collaboration [35], and Science Base for Enterprise Interoperability [10]. The
roles of schema matching in enterprise systems are summarized in [47].
7.2

Argumentation in Collaborative Work

In the literature, many researchers have studied collaborative work which involves
multi participants with different and possibly conflicting interests. In order to resolve
conflicts and reach mutually acceptable agreements, participants negotiate with each
other. There is a large body of mechanisms dedicated to support this negotiation process, including game-theoretical approach [29, 45], heuristic-based approach [19, 28],
and argumentation-based approach [36, 46]. The work of this paper focuses on the
argumentation-based approach, which provides not only explanations for each decision
but also a language for communication between participants [42, 43].

The argumentation-based approach has been successfully applied to many practical
applications. In e-commerce systems [3], argumentation is used for solving conflicts
that may arise among distributed providers in large scale networks of web services and
resources, thus improving the automation level of business processes. In collaborative
& cooperative planning [18], argumentation can be combined with other techniques
(e.g. machine learning) to help participants collaborate to solve problems by determining what policies are operating by each participant. In social-network platforms [24],
arguments can be extracted from natural language and then argumentation is used to
determined the social agreements among participants. In cloud-computing [26], argumentation can be used to help cloud providers, who manage computational resources in
the platform, to reach an agreement on reacting against physical failures. In semantic
web [41], argumentation has been modeled under Argument Interchange Format (AIF)
ontology, which forms the foundation for a large-scale collection of interconnected arguments in the Web. In this paper, we apply argumentation in data integration domain,
which is an active research field for more than ten years [4].
From the argumentation point of view, our work is related to two main directions in
argumentation research: abstract and logical argumentation. This classification can be
found in [38], along with a discussion on the development of argumentation research.
In brief, abstract argumentation was proposed in [16]. In that paper, the author used
an argumentation framework to describe a system of arguments and attacks, which are
actually considered as abstract objects, hence the name abstract argumentation. Acceptability semantics of arguments were studied in [16], [15], and [9]. To make abstract
argumentation more applicable, there are attempts to give concrete definitions to arguments and attacks. The most prominent proposal is logical argumentation [5], which
relies on propositional logic. In particular, an argument is a pair of support and claim,
while attacks are defined on the logical inconsistencies between the supports and/or
claims of arguments.
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Conclusion

We presented an argumentation-based tool to support collaborative reconciliation, where
multiple users, with different sorts of opinions, cooperate to validate the outputs of automatic matchers. While splitting the reconciliation task is highly desirable, combining
the individual results in the presence of consistency constraints is very challenging for
the collaborating experts. Our tool and its services shall facilitate collaboration. In particular, we systematically detect conflicts, provide the experts with visual information to
understand the causes of the problems. Moreover, we offer services to better understand
decision consequences and make collaborative reconciliation more transparent.
Our work opens up some future research directions. First, we will design a negotiation protocol to enable negotiation within our tool. Second, we would like to extend the
notion of proposed constraints and consider further integrity constraints that are relevant in the praxis (e.g., functional dependencies, domain-specific constraints). Third, we
would like to apply our methods to other problems. While our work focuses on schema
matching, our techniques, especially the argumentation-based reconciliation, could be
applicable to other tasks such as entity resolution or business process matching.
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